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Kuwait calls Iraq to exercise
more control to stop violence

Confront those who seek to harm Iraq and its people: Kuwait’s envoy
NEW YORK: Kuwait called for more self-
control and refrain from using violence dur-
ing demonstrations in Iraq, expressing hope
that fellow Arab country will overcome the
current exceptional circumstances. This
came in a speech by Kuwait’s Permanent
Representative at the UN Ambassador
Mansour Al-Otaibi on Tuesday evening
during a session of the Security Council on
the situation in Iraq.

Otaibi called for confronting all those
who seek to harm Iraq and its people, pro-
voke sedition, destabilize security and sta-
bility, target demonstrators and destroy
public and private property. “What hap-
pened in the past was a sign of the unity of
the Iraqi people in all political orientations
and ethnic and sectarian affiliations to elim-
inate the so-called Islamic State (IS) and
overcome the darkest and most difficult cir-
cumstances,” he said. He wished the Iraqi
people continued stability and prosperity
and welcomed the steps taken by the Iraqi
government to meet the aspirations of the
Iraqi people, ease the tension by forming a
commission of inquiry into the use of force
against demonstrators, and bring those
responsible for violations to justice.

Great interest
“As a neighboring country, we are fol-

lowing with great interest the developments
in Iraq after demonstrations erupted several
weeks ago,” Otaibi added, expressing
regret to the loss of thousands of civilian
and security forces, and extended condo-
lences to the families of the victims. “Iraq is
on an important stage to recover, and fully
aware of the great circumstances and chal-
lenges facing it, it is important to address

them through a peaceful and constructive
dialogue,” he said.

Otaibi stressed that Kuwait is well aware
of the difficulty of this stage and will spare
no effort to stand by Iraq and help provide
support in the context of their efforts to
address internal challenges. In this regard,
he welcomed the vital role of the United
Nations Assistance Mission in Iraq (UNA-
MI) to strengthen those efforts through
consultation with the three Iraqi presiden-
cies to find reforms in line with the legal
and constitution-
al frameworks,
and meets the
demands of the
Iraqi people.

On the other
hand, Otaibi reaf-
firmed the impor-
tance of resolv-
ing the issue of
missing Kuwaitis
and missing of
other nationals,
which has been going on for nearly 29
years. He urged the members of the
Security Council to continue their support-
ive stances and serious efforts to find a
solution to end the suffering of the families
of missing persons. He pointed to the posi-
tive contribution of the United Kingdom,
France and the United States in providing
UNAMI with maps and archival materials
dating from 1990-1991. He expressed
Kuwait appreciation to the constructive
cooperation shown by the Iraqi government
within the framework of the tripartite com-
mittee and its technical committee, headed
by the International Committee of the Red

Cross (ICRC).
With regard to Kuwaiti properties, Otaibi

praised the efforts of the Iraqi authorities
and those who contributed to facilitating the
return of Kuwaiti property, which reached
200,000 books. He pointed out many lists
that have been submitted in previous peri-
ods and have not been retrieved, the most
important of which is the National Archives
of the Amiri Diwan, the Crown Prince’s
Court, His Highness the Prime Minister’s
Office and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs

that were looted
during the Iraqi
invasion of
Kuwait. Some
date back to the
19th century.
“While express-
ing our apprecia-
tion for the com-
mitment shown
by Iraq in fulfill-
ing all its remain-
ing international

obligations, we also express our sincere
desire to terminate the remaining of those
obligations,” he said. “We are confident that
Iraq’s implementation of its remaining inter-
national obligations under the umbrella of
the United Nations will broaden the horizon
of a solid relationship based on respect for
relevant Security Council resolutions,” he
proceeded.

Kuwait’s stance
In the meantime, Iraq expressed its grat-

itude towards the State of Kuwait’s stance
within the UNSC on issues pertaining to
the Arab world — an effort, which bol-

stered regional and international stability
and security. Iraq’s permanent representa-
tive to the UN headquarters in New York
Ambassador Mohammad Bahr Al-Ulum
delivered this praise during a UNSC ses-
sion on the situation in Iraq. The Iraqi
diplomat said that cooperation with Kuwait
was within the top priorities for Iraq,
stressing that his country was willing to
fulfill its commitment to the UNSC and its
resolutions.

Relations with Kuwait witnessed positive
developments recently especially with the
holding of joint committee meetings aimed

at overcoming obstacles and bolstering ties,
affirmed Ambassador Bahr Al-Ulum. In
regards to the internal situation in Iraq, the
Iraqi diplomat denied that security forces
had used excessive force against protestors
in the country, blaming “outlaw groups” for
steering controversy. He affirmed that Iraq
would look into the demands of the protes-
tors, focusing on efforts to rectify the politi-
cal and economic situation in the country
through reforms. Popular protests began in
Iraq on October first and resumed since the
25th of the month, forcing the Iraqi govern-
ment to resign last Friday. —KUNA

BASRA: An Iraqi demonstrator with make-up to represent violence takes part in an
anti-government march in the center of the southern city of Basra on December 2,
2019. —AFP

Iraq lauds
Kuwait’s 

UNSC stance

NEW YORK: Kuwait praised stead-
fastness of struggled Palestinians and
affirmed its solidarity as well as full
support for them to regain their legiti-
mate political rights. This came during
a speech delivered by Advisor of the
Kuwaiti permanent mission in the UN
Nawaf Al-Ahmad before UN General
Assembly session on the question of
Palestine. Ahmad reaffirmed Kuwait’s
support of the Palestinian people to
establish an independent state, with
East Jerusalem as its capital and set-
ting a deadline to end the Israeli
occupation according to international
laws and regulations. He reiterated
Kuwait’s call on sponsors of the
Middle East peace process, to intensi-
fy efforts to pressure Israel to abide
by the resolutions of international
legitimacy.

Ahmad also stressed the UN
responsibility to find solutions
towards Palestinians and refugees.
Also, hoping that Palestine would soon
be the 194th member of the UN.
Kuwait position on Palestinian issue is

a great importance, which is discussed
every year on UN General Assembly
agenda, and coincides with the cele-
bration of the UN International Day of
Solidarity with the Palestinian People,
he added. Ahmad pointed out that
“after half a century of practices con-
trary to all humane, moral and legal
principles, the policy of barbarism
adopted by the Israeli occupation
authorities to bring about a change in
the demographic nature of the
Palestinian territories is renewed.”

In addition, the Israel aggression
through forced displacement, land and
property confiscation and expansion, as
well as construction of settlements and
ignoring all international norms, blocks
the peace process between the two
sides, he noted. Israel must abide by all
resolutions relating to the protection of
civilians in armed conflict, including
recommendations of the report of the
Secretary General in this regard, as well
as its obligations under the Fourth
Geneva Convention of 1949 as an occu-
pying power, he concluded. —KUNA

Kuwait supports
Palestinians’ rights

HEBRON: Palestinian youths run from tear gas smoke fired by Israeli
security forces on November 26, 2019 during clashes in the West Bank
city of Hebron. — AFP

BRUSSELS: Kuwait has repeated its strong
support to the United Nations Organization
and Multilateralism in order to contribute in
fostering to international peace and security.
This position was expressed by Kuwait’s
Ambassador to Belgium, the EU and NATO
Jassem Al-Budaiwi at a meeting of the 10 non-
permanent members of the UNSC (called E10
Dialogue) co-hosted by Belgium, Kuwait and
Tunisia in Brussels Tuesday evening.

“All of us who are privileged to become
members of the UN Security Council, shoul-
der the responsibility of contributing to the
maintenance of international Peace and
Security, by working together,” he said.
“Kuwait believes that it is our responsibility
all as elected members to continue to find
avenues that are unexplored, foster dialogue,
and work towards finding solutions armed
with the principles and purposes of the
Charter of the United Nations,” stressed
Budaiwi.

“Kuwait is honored to co-host this dialogue
with the Kingdom of Belgium and the Republic
of Tunisia in order to share with you all our
experiences and the ways in which Kuwait
tried to enhance the efficiency and effective-
ness of the Security Council,” said Budaiwi
who led the Kuwait delegation to the two-day
meeting. While Kuwait has had many experi-
ences in the Security Council, said Budaiwi, he
highlighted three points; working towards a
more equitable and fair division of labor, foster
greater collaboration amongst all its members
and to ensure the unity of the UNSC.

“Kuwait would like to once again congratu-
late the incoming elected members of the
Security Council, some of whom are veterans
and some who will join the Council for the first
time and assure you all of Kuwait’s readiness
to assist you and your teams throughout your
membership,” said Budaiwi. Philippe Goffin,
the new Belgian Minister of Foreign Affairs
and Defense, opened the ‘E10 Dialogue’ saying
the meeting aims to increase cooperation
between elected members and to contribute as
such to the efficient functioning of the Security
Council. “Our country is organizing the meet-
ing together with Kuwait, which will complete

its two-year mandate on December 31, and
Tunisia, which will join on January 1, 2020,” he
said. This is only the second time that a similar
initiative has been taken, he noted.

Goffin spoke of “positive cooperation” with
Kuwait at the UN Security Council, noting that
this two-day meeting brings together the 10
current elected members of the UN Security
Council and the five incoming elected mem-
bers. “In the current context of uncertainty
and struggles between superpowers, the
efforts of elected members to work in a con-
sensual manner are only becoming more
important,” Goffin said. “With the organization
of the E10 consultations, our country con-
tributes to the increasing cooperation between
the elected members of the UNSC and tries to
strengthen the transfer of knowledge and to
exchange experiences,” said the Belgian top
diplomat. The second edition of the E10
Dialogue was titled “advancing the efficiency
and credibility of the UN Security Council,
sharing knowledge and experiences.” South
Africa and Sweden organized the first E10
Dialogue in Pretoria in November last year.

In the meantime, acting Tunisian foreign
minister Sabri Bachtobji in a video message
from Tunisia, congratulated Kuwait for its
“successful mandate in the Security Council,”
commending Kuwait’s efforts to improve the
working methods of the Council. He praised
Belgium and Kuwait for creating and
strengthening this E10 group. Ambassador
Sahbi Khalfallh, from the Ministry of foreign
affairs in Tunisia, who attended the Brussels
meeting said that “we see cooperation with
Kuwait as very, very important.”

“Actually the cooperation and consulta-
tions between the two countries has already
started. We look forward to continue the good
work as our Kuwaiti brothers did and are still
doing in New York and hopefully we will con-
tinue this cooperation even after our mandate
starts,” he noted. The 10 elected members of
the UNSC are currently: Belgium, Dominican
Republic, Germany, Equatorial Guinea,
Indonesia, Ivory Coast, Kuwait, Peru, Poland,
and South Africa. The incoming members are
Estonia, Niger, Saint-Vincent and the
Grenadines, Tunisia, Vietnam. — KUNA

Kuwait underlines commitment to UN, multilateralism

BRUSSELS: Belgian foreign minister Philippe Goffin (left) with Kuwait’s Ambassador
Jasem Al-Budaiwi. — KUNA 

GENEVA: A group of six Kuwaiti students participated in
the Model UN simulation program in Geneva during the
period from November 29 to December 2. In a statement
on Tuesday, Kuwait’s Representative to the UN Office and
other International Organizations in Geneva Ambassador
Jamal Al-Ghunaim hailed the effective participation of the
Kuwaiti students in the program. He noted that that Kuwaiti
students Radhab Marzouq and Abdullah Khuraibet were
honored by the program for their outstanding research
papers on elimination of all forms of racial and religious
discrimination and monitoring compliance with the
Comprehensive Nuclear-Test-Ban Treaty. Moreover, stu-
dents Abdulwahab Al-Othman and Lian Al-Ayoubi were
elected to the posts of UN secretary general and president
of the Security Council Committee respectively.— KUNA

Kuwaiti students
take part in UN
simulation program

GENEVA: Ambassador Jamal Al-Ghunaim with Kuwaiti students. — KUNA

GAZA: A Kuwait-funded wastewater
treatment station in Khan Yunis City in
the southern Gaza Strip has com-
menced trial operation, the Palestinian
Water Authority (PWA) said yesterday.
The first phase of the project was
launched in early 2017 with a capacity
of roughly 27,000 cubic meters of
water per day, the PWA’s Chairman
Mazen Ghuneim said in a press state-
ment carried by the Palestinian News

and Information Agency (WAFA).
Funded by the Kuwait Fund for Arab
Economic Development (KFAED), the
plant costs a total $55 million, he said,
adding that the facility would be offi-
cially launched in the first quarter of
next year. The plant will contribute to
providing treated wastewater to more
than 200,000 people in Khan Yunis
City, which has suffered so much due to
poor basic services. — KUNA

Gaza launches Kuwait-funded
wastewater plant


